
 

English 

Text: Pirate Pete and the Sea Monster/The Shark with No 

teeth. 

Skills:  
 Make phonetically plausible attempts at words 
 Spell phase 2 and 3 tricky words correctly 

 Use a Word bank for topic and phase 4 tricky words 

 Can write multiple sentences regularly with finger 

spaces. 

 All letters are recognisable and started correctly 

 Awareness of Capital Letters and Full Stops. 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit: Exploring and Observing 

 

Key questions/ experiments: 

Explore things that float and sink. 

Is there a pattern, the bigger the boat the 

better it floats? 

Final Outcome/s: 

Use clay and experiment with marking marks in 

it to create pirate treasure coins. 

Exploring paint – bubble painting. 

Drawing underwater creatures. 

Design and evaluate a Pirate ship. 

Science 

Unit: We can Blog/We are Creative 

Program: Audacity/Photostory/ipads/Paint 

 

Overview: 

 Create a blog recording events. 

 Work in groups/pairs 

 Create digital artwork of an animal. 

 

 

Unit: Pirates 

 

Key Question: 

How do pirates find their treasure? 

 

Unit: Changing Me 

Overview: 

 Everyone is unique. 

 Can express feelings. 

 Understand &respect changes. 

 Know who to ask for help. 

 Look forward to change. 

Unit: Special Places  

Religion: All Religions 

 

Key Question: What makes places 

special? 

Religious Education 

Unit: Reflect, rewind and replay 

 

Key Skills: 

Experiment with, create, select 

and combine sounds 

Reception Curriculum Overview 

 

 
Number: Place Value, Addition & Subtraction, multiplication 

and division, geometry, measurement. 

Objectives include:  

Count reliably with numbers from 1 to 20. Order them. 

Count objects up to 20. Correctly form numbers to 10 

Say which number is one more and one less than a given 

number up to 20  

Add and subtract two single digit numbers. 

Solve problems, including doubling, halving and sharing. 

Mathematics 

Computing Humanities 

PSHCE Music 

Summer 2 – Pirates 

Art/Design Technology 

Physical Education 

Games 

Develop accuracy when throwing and 

practising keeping score. Follow instructions 

and move safely when playing tag games. 

Learn to play against an opponent. Play by the 

rules and develop coordination. Develop 

striking a ball and keeping score. Work 

cooperatively as a team. 


